This Privacy Policy oversees the way where Ted Ward gathers, utilizes, keeps up and reveals
data gathered from clients (each, a "Client") of the http://TedWard.org ("Site"). This security
approach applies to the Site and all items and administrations offered by Ted Ward.
Individual recognizable proof data
We may gather individual recognizable proof data from Users in an assortment of routes
regarding exercises, administrations, highlights or assets we make accessible on our Site..
Clients may visit our Site namelessly. We will gather individual ID data from Users just in the
event that they willfully submit such data to us. Clients can generally decline to supply actually
recognizable proof data, then again, actually it might keep them from participating in certain Site
related exercises.
Non-individual distinguishing proof data
We may gather non-individual distinguishing proof data about Users at whatever point they
interface with our Site. Non-individual recognizable proof data may incorporate the program
name, the sort of PC and specialized data about Users methods for association with our Site,
for example, the working framework and the Internet specialist co-ops used and other
comparative data.
Internet browser treats
Our Site may utilize "treats" to improve User experience. Client's internet browser places treats
on their hard drive for record-keeping purposes and now and then to follow data about them.
Client may set their internet browser to reject treats, or to caution you when treats are being
sent. In the event that they do as such, note that a few pieces of the Site may not work
appropriately.
How we utilize gathered data
Ted Ward gathers and uses Users individual data for the accompanying purposes:
- To customize client experience
We may utilize data in the total to see how our Users as a gathering utilize the administrations
and assets gave on our Site.
- To improve our Site
We consistently endeavor to improve our site contributions dependent on the data and criticism
we get from you.

- To improve client care
Your data causes us to all the more successfully react to your client support demands and
bolster needs.
- To send intermittent messages
The email address Users accommodate request preparing, might be utilized to send them data
and updates relating to their request. It might likewise be utilized to react to their request, or
potentially different demands or questions.
How we ensure your data
We receive suitable information accumulation, stockpiling and preparing practices and safety
efforts to secure against unapproved get to, change, divulgence or pulverization of your own
data, username, secret phrase, exchange data and information put away on our Site.
Sharing your own data
We don't sell, exchange, or lease Users individual recognizable proof data to other people. We
may share nonexclusive amassed statistic data not connected to any close to home
recognizable proof data in regards to guests and clients with our colleagues, believed
subsidiaries and promoters for the reasons delineated previously.
Outsider sites
Clients may discover publicizing or other substance on our Site that connect to the locales and
administrations of our accomplices, providers, promoters, supports, licensors and other
outsiders. We don't control the substance or connections that show up on these destinations
and are not in charge of the practices utilized by sites connected to or from our Site. What's
more, these destinations or administrations, including their substance and connections, might
be always showing signs of change. These locales and administrations may have their own
security approaches and client support strategies. Perusing and association on some other site,
including sites which have a connect to our Site, is dependent upon that site's own terms and
approaches.
Changes to this protection approach
Ted Ward has the watchfulness to refresh this protection approach whenever. When we do, we
will modify the refreshed date at the base of this page. We urge Users to every now and again
check this page for any progressions to remain educated about how we are securing the
individual data we gather. You recognize and concur that it is your obligation to survey this
security arrangement occasionally and become mindful of adjustments.

Your acknowledgment of these terms
By utilizing this Site, you mean your acknowledgment of this arrangement and terms of
administration. In the event that you don't consent to this arrangement, kindly don't utilize our
Site. Your proceeded with utilization of the Site following the presenting of changes on this
arrangement will be esteemed your acknowledgment of those changes.
Reaching us
In the event that you have any inquiries concerning this Privacy Policy, the acts of this site, or
your dealings with this site, if you don't mind reach us at:
http://TedWard.org
Ted Ward
11627 Park St
Ballico, CA , 95303
US of America
Telephone: (209) 634-1529
Secure Email: administrator at tedward.org
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